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RESEARCH MEMORANDUM 
DATA FROM LARGE-SCALE LOW-SPEED TESTS OF AIRPLANE 
CONFIGURATIONS WITH A THIN 450 SWEPT WING 
INCORPORATING SEVERAL LEADING-EDGE 
CONTOUR MODIFICATIONS 
By William T. Evans 
SUMMARY 
Force tests have been made of airplane configurations with a thin 
swept wing incorporating several wing-contour modifications forward of 
maximum thickness. Both longitudinal and lateral characteristics are 
presented. The basic wing had an aspect ratio of 3, a taper ratio 
of 0.4, a leading-edge sweep of 450 , and an NACA 64A006 airfoil section 
normal to the quarter-chord line. The four principal modifications con-
sisted of increases in leading-edge radius, and in two cases, slight 
forward camber. In two cases, the modified airfoil sections were con-
stant over the span, while in the other two, they varied spanwise from 
thin-nosed sections at the root to maximum modifications at the tip. A 
fifth modification, tested briefly, consisted of an abrupt change of 
section at 40-percent semispan. The detailed derivation of all modifi-
cations is indicated. 
The complete airplane configuration consisted of the wing, a body, 
either of two vertical tails, and an all-movable horizontal tail, which 
could be installed at various heights relative to the wing chord plane. 
Tests were made with and without the empennage components, and, i n 
addition, the basic wing was tested alone, without the body. Fences, 
chord extensions, split flaps, and simulated ailerons were tested on 
the model. Tests were made at Reynolds numbers from 4.4 to 21X106 , 
the corresponding Mach number range being from 0.05 to 0.29 . 
No analysis is made of the data presented. 
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INTRODUCTI ON 
The f undamenta l results of an i nvestigation of the effects of a 
wing- contour modifica tion des i gned to improve the low- speed character-
istics of a thin swept wing have been reported and ana lyzed in refer-
ence 1. The mod i f i cation consisted of a greatly increa sed leading- edge 
radius and slight forward camber . Dat a were presented in the report 
from tests at l ow subs oni c ) high subsonic) and supersonic speeds . 
Besides the dat a reported in refer ence 1) a considerable amount of 
additional low-speed data was obta ined in the cour se of the investiga tion) 
which was not directly relevant to the basic analys i s of reference 1. 
Specifically) data were obtained on three less extreme wing- contour 
modificat i ons . Also) for each wing) data were obtained on the effects 
of horizontal and vertical tails) and on the effects of fences . Some 
limited data were obtained on the effects of chord extensions) split 
flaps) and simulated (split- flap - type) ailerons. All testing was done 
in the Ames 40- by SO- foot wind tunnel . 
It is the purpose of this report to present these data . While no 
analysis is made herein ) it is hoped that the report will provide a us e -
ful fund of i nformation on a representative interceptor- type configura-
tion . (For the sake of completeness ) the low-speed da ta of ref . 1 are 
repea ted in this repor t . ) It is also hoped that it will provide an 
indica tion) when considered in conjunction with the analysis of refer-
ence 1 ) of the possibilities and limitations of leading- edge contour 
design for a thin swept wing . 
In addition to the high-speed data available in reference 1) addi-
tional da t a obta ined a t high s peeds and/ or low Reynolds numbers from 
tests of wings having the same plan form with various airfoil sections 
can be found in references 2 through 7. Reference 5 includes data on 
a wing mod ification essentially the same as modification 3 of this 
report . Data on the use of spoilers as lateral controls on the subject 
model can be found in ref erence S . 
NOTATION 
The sign convention used for pr esentation of the data is shown in 
figure 1 . 






















drag coefficient at zero lift 




pitching-moment coefficient, pitching moment 
qS~ 
yawing moment yawing-moment coefficient, -
qSb 
side - force coefficient, side force 
qS 
Mach number 
Reynolds number, based on c of basic wing 
area of basic wing, sq ft 
area of horizontal tail, sq ft 
free - stream velocity, ft/sec 
arbitrary coefficient 
wing span, ft 
horizontal-tail span, ft 
local streamwise chord of basic wing, ft 
local chord of NACA 64AOo6 section of basic wing, lying normal 
to 39.450 sweep line, ft 
mean aerodynamic chord of basic 
dy 
section-lift coefficient 
leading-edge droop of modified wing section, percent of local 
basic-wing chord 
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longitudinal distance from moment center to pivot line of 
horizontal tail, ft 
dynamic pressure, ~ pV2 
leading-edge radius, percent of local basic-wing chord 
l ongitudinal coordinate parallel to model center line, ft 
l ateral coordinate perpendicular to plane of symmetry, ft 
vertical coordinate perpendicular to basic-wing chord plane, f t 
angle of attack, referred to body axis , deg 
angle of sideslip, deg 
flap deflection (angle between split f l ap and l ower suface of 
wing ), measured in plane perpend i cular t o hinge line, deg 
average effective downwash, deg 
...JL 
b/2 
A t aper r atio 
p a ir density, slugs/cu ft 
Subscript 
max maximum 
The following code designation of model configurations is used on 
all data figures: 
W bas i c wing 
WMn wing wi th modification n 
B body 
V6 triangular vertical t ail 
VA swept vertica l t ail 
horizontal t a i l a t height h z/{b/2}, and at incidence i, deg 
/' 
----~ ------------- . -----
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~F fences at spanwise location ~ 
E chord extensions 
split flaps of spanwise extent ~,at deflection 5, deg 
A simulated ailerons 
± with and without 
variable 
DESCRIPTION OF MODEL 
A two-view drawing with pertinent dimensions is given in figure 2. 
Geometric data are tabulated in table I. A photograph of a typical 
installation of the model in the tunnel is given in figure 3. 
Basjc Configuration 
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The basic wing had an aspect ratio of 3, taper ratio of 0.4, sweep-
back of the leading edge of 450 , and an NACA 64A006 airfoil section 
normal to its own quarter-chord line, which was swept 39.450 • 
The body was a Sears-Haack body of fineness ratio 12.5. The general 
formula for such bodies is 
where r is the radius, x the axial distance from the nose, and Z the 
body length. 
Either of two vertical tails was used. The triangular vertical tail 
had an aspect ratio of 1 and a modified NACA 0005 section in the stream-
wise direction. The modification consisted of a straight fairing from 67-
percent chord aft. 
The swept vertical tail had a plan form the same as the basic wing 
semispan. The streamwise section had a constant 6-percent thickness from 
11- to 74-percent chord, a semiellipse forward of II-percent chord, and a 
straight fairing from 75-percent chord aft. There was an arbitrary 
fairing from 74- to 75-percent chord. 
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The horizontal t a i l ha d an unswept mid chord line and a modified 
diamond s ec t ion . The original diamond section of 5 . 6- percent thickness 
was mod ified by rounding the maxi mum- thickness ridge to a radius of 
curvature of 4. 48- percent chord ; t he resulting section had a maximum 
thickness of 4 .2-percent chord . The tail was all -movable and pivoted 
about a line connecting the leading edges of the tips. When the tail 
was mounted on the body , in the chord plane of the wing, the aspect 
ratio was 4 . 4 and the t aper ratio 0.46; above the chord plane, on either 
vertical t a il , the a spect ratio was 4 . 0 and the taper ratio 0.50. The 
tail was tested at heights z/(b/2 ) of 0, 0.12, 0 . 21, and 0.41. 
Wing-Contour Modifications 
Wing- section coordinates defining all modifications are tabulated 
in table I I , and the sections are illustrated in figure 4. All the sec-
tions a re t aken normal to the 39.450 sweep line, which was the quarter-
chord line of the NACA 64A006 section of the basic wing. 
Modifications 1 and l(b) .- Modification 1 consisted of the same 
modified section over the entire span. The leading- edge radius and droop 
were 1 . 19- and 1. 38 -percent chor d, respectively.l The section was designed ~ 
to atta in a given low- speed val ue of c~ ,about equal to that to be bmax 
expected from the use of a leading- edge flap on the NACA 64A006 section. 
Further information is given in reference 1, including the detailed deri-
vation of the section, its experimental two-dimensional lift curve, and 
an analysis of the fundamental longitudinal characteristics of the wing 
with this modification . 
Modifica tion l(b) was the same as modification 1 from 0.4 b/2 to the 
wing tip, but consisted of the basic wing inboard of 0.4 b/2. It was 
tested with and without a fairing of the spanwise discontinuity. It was 
designed as a less extreme modification which might be expected to retain 
the stability benefit of the full - span modification. For a detailed dis-
cussion a nd analysis of test results, see reference 1. 
Modifica tions 2 and 3.- These were both based on the basic-wing 
section a t the wing root and the thickness distribution of modification 1 
at the wing tip. Modification 2 retained the camber of modification 1 at 
the tip , while modification 3 was uncambered. Intermediate sections were 
the result of linear elements between root and tip. The resulting span-
wise varia tions of leading- edge radius and droop are given by the formulas 
l When referring to a modified section, the term "percent chord" shall 
be understood to mean "percent of the local basic -wing chord." 
'\ 
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Tj) Jrroot + TjA Jrtip J2 
rTj [(1 -= 
1 - (1 - A)Tj 
and 
(1 - Tj)droot + TjAdtiE dTj 
1 - (1 - A)Tj 
where rTj and dTj are, respectively, the radius and droop at span station 
Tj, both in percent of the local chord. These variations are plotted in 
figure 5. 
These modifications were designed to effect compromises between the 
low-speed characteristics of modification 1 and the high-speed character-
istics of the basic wing-body configuration. (As reported in ref. 1, the 
high-speed increment of CDo due to modification 1 was as much as 0.0075 
at M = 1.9 and R = 2.9X106 .) 
There were minor design differences between the two modifications. 
Modification 2 was intended to approximate a similar model tested in the 
Ames 6- by 6-foot supersonic wind tunnel. 2 The wing for that model had 
been designed in terms of streamwise sections, having the streamwise sec-
tion of the basic wing along the wing center line, and what was essentially 
the streamwise section of modification 1 at the wing tip. On the other 
hand, modification 3 was designed in terms of sections lying normal to 
the 39.450 sweep line, as were all the wings except modification 2. The 
"root" section of modification 3, that is, the imaginary section with its 
leading edge on the wing center line and lying in the extended wing panel, 
was the NACA 64A006. The section with its leading edge at the wing tip 
was essentially the uncambered thickness distribution of the section of 
modification 1. (Actually,.since modification 1 protruded forward of the 
leading edge of the basic wing by 1.5-percent chord, and had a constant 
maximum-thickness region over approximately 19-percent chord, the "tip" 
section of modification 3 was shortened in the maximum-thickness region 
by 1.5-percent chord.)3 
Modification 4.- This was uncambered, and consisted of the same 
section over the entire SEan. The forward 20-Eercent chord of the section 
2The data obtained in that test program have not been published. 
These data indicated trends very similar to those obtained for a model 
incorporating what was essentially modification 3. The latter data have 
been reported in reference 5. 
3For further data on a similar model, including high-speed data, 
see reference 5. 
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was described by an equation of the type used to derive NACA OOXX sections: 
y = ao ~ + a1x + a2x2 + a3 x3 • The coefficients of the equation were 
determined by setting the leading-edge radius equal to O.9-percent chord, 
the ordinate at 20-percent chord equal to 3-percent chord, and the slope 
and curvature at 20-percent chord equal to zero. From 20-percent chord, 
a constant-thickness region extended back to the location of maximum 
thickness of the NACA 64AOo6 section (39-percent chord). 
This modification was designed to have the best low-speed stalling 
characteristics attainable without the introduction of camber. Because 
of high-speed drag considerations, a leading-edge radius was chosen only 
slightly larger than the minimum considered necessary for attainment of 
maximum low-speed benefit. The conclusion that there exists a magnitude 
of leading-edge radius above which no increasing benefit can be expected 
is based on the empirical relation between C z and leading-edge radius max 
for symmetrical 6-percent-thick sections shown in figure 6, taken from 
reference 1. The relation indicates that increases of leading-edge radius 
beyond O. 8-percent chord do not result in increases of C7 • For the 
~max 
subject modification, a leading-edge radius of O.9-percent chord was 
chosen to provide a slight margin of safety. 
Because swept wings are often designed in terms of streamwise 
sections, it is perhaps well to note that the streamwise sections of all 
the subject wings differed significantly from the corresponding sections 
normal to the 39.450 sweep line, which have been described above. The 
former were approximately 5 percent thick and had leading-edge radii, in 
percent chord, equal to 68 percent of the leading-edge radii of the latter. 
Fences and Chord Extensions 
Fences were tested on the bas ic wing and all modifications, except 
l(b). They were of 5-percent-chord height and extended from 25-percent 
chord on the lower surface around the leading edge to lOO-percent chord 
on the upper surface. 
Chord extensions were tested on the basic wing only. They were of 15-
percent chord in the streamwise direction. The section normal to the 39.450 
sweep line had NACA 64AOo6 ordinates back to the point of maximum thickness, 
and a flat slab from that point back to the point of maximum thickness of 
the original wing. 
Considerable data on fences and chord extensions were obtained on the 
basic wing. The configurations selected for presentation of test results 
are representa tive of the most stabilizing configurations tested. 
Q 
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Flaps and Ailerons 
Split flaps were tested with modifications 1, 2, and 4 . Their 
streamwise chord was 25 percent of the local streamwise chord of the 
basic wing . The outboard end of each flap was cut perpendicular to the 
hinge line. The inboard end was cut to make a rough fit to the contour 
of the body and was adjusted for each deflection . The gap was unsealed . 
Two spanwise extents of flap were tested: the outboard end of the trail-
ing edge, when the flap was undeflected, was located at either 55 or 75 
percent of the wing semispan . 
Ailerons, simulated by split flaps, were tested with modification 4 
only . Their hinge line coincided with that of the flaps, and their ends 
were cut off perpendicular to the hinge line . Their trailing edges, when 
undeflected, extended from 50 to 75 percent of the wing semispan . They 
were tested a t a differential deflection of ±17° only . 
TESTS AND CORRECTIONS 
The model was tested in the Ames 40- by 80- foot wind tunnel and was 
supported on a conventional three - strut support system . Six- component 
force da t a were obta ined at angles of attack from _40 to +260 , and at 
angles of sideslip from _20 to +120 . The Reynolds number for most of 
the data was from 9 . 5 to 10XI06 , the corresponding Mach number being 
approximately 0 .13, and the corresponding dynamic pressure being approxi -
mately 25 pounds per square foot. Some data were obtained at Reynolds 
numbers f rom 4 . 4 to 21X106 , the corresponding Mach number range being 0 .05 
to 0 .29 , a nd the corresponding range of dynamic pressures being 5 to 120 
pounds per square foot . The variation of Mach number with Reynolds number 
is shown in figure 7 . All data have been corrected for air - stream inclina-
tion, wind-tunnel-wall effects, and support- strut interference . The wall-
effect corrections added were as follows : 
0 .70 CL 
== 0 . 0122 CL
2 
0 .0152 CL for the horizontal tail 
in the wing chord plane 
C~ = 0 . 0144 CL for the horizontal tail 
above the wing chord plane 
All angles of attack are referred to the chord plane of the basic 
wing (i. e ., to the body axis). All force and moment coefficients are 
based on the a rea a nd mean a erodynami c chord of the basic wing . All 
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moments for horizonta1- tai1-off configurations are computed about the 
appropria.te axis through the quarter-chord point of the mean aerodynamic 
chord of the basic wing. 
All moments for horizontal- tail- on configurations are computed about 
centers such that a value of (dCm/dCL)cL=O ~ -0.06 would be obtained when 
controls and flaps were undeflected. The maximum deviation from this 
value is in the case of modification 1. 
Pressure - distribution data were obtained on the basic wing and on 
modifications 1 and 4, and are available for inspection at the Ames 
Laboratory of the NACA. No pressure-distribution data are presented 
herein. (The data were obtained from rows of pressure orifices located 
on the right wing panel at 0 .15, 0.30, 0.45, 0.60, 0.75, 0.90, and 0.95 
b/2j on the basic wing alone, additional rows were located at 0 and 0.05 
b/2. ) 
PRESENTATION OF RESULTS 
An index to all figures presenting force data is given in table III. 
The figures are grouped by wing contour , with the final two figures 
presenting certain intercomparisons among the wings. 
Any slight discrepancies that may be apparent among figures presenting 
the same da ta are due to the fact that test runs for certain configurations 
were repeated, often after the wing had been refinished. The run data 
chosen for presentation in a given figure are considered the most valid for 
the particular comparison to be brought out by that figure. 
Ames Aeronautical Laboratory 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics 
Moffett Field, Calif ., Feb. 17, 1956 
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TABLE 1.- GEOMETRIC DATA 
Wing 
Area, sq ft . . . . . . 
Span, ft . . . . . 
Mean aerodynamic chord, ft 
Aspect ratio . . . . . . 
Taper ratio . . . . 
Leading- edge sweep, deg 
Sweep of c '/4 , deg •. 
I ncidence of root chord, deg . 
Dihedral (referred to c ' /4)) deg 
Twist (washout)) deg 
Body 
Length) ft ... 
Maximum diameter, ft 
Fineness r a tio . . . 
Vertical t a il 
Exposed a rea, sq ft 
Aspect r a tio . . . . 
Taper Ra tio . . . . 
Lea ding- edge sweep, deg 
Basic Wing and 
Modifications 
3 and 4 
312 .5 
30 . 62 
10. 83 
3 





















63 . 43 
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Horizontal t ail On body vertical tail vertical tail 
Aspect ratio 4.4 4 4 
Taper ratio 0 . 46 0.50 0.50 
St/s . . . . 0 .246 0.200 0.200 
bt/b . . 0.602 0 .517 0.517 
Moment center for 
z/(b/2 ) = 0 0 . 34c 
Moment center for 
z/(b/2 ) = 0 .12 0.35c 
Moment center for 
z/(b/2) = 0 .21 0 . 35c 0.35c 
Moment center for 
z/(b/2) = 0 . 41 0.40c 0 . 43c 
2t /c f or z/(b/2) 0 1.748 
2t/c for z/(b/2 ) 0 . 12 1.738 
2t /c for z/ (b/2 ) 0 .21 1.738 1.623 
2t/c for z/(b/2) 0.41 1.688 1.777 
~ "'-
TABLE 11 .- WING- SECTION COORDINATES DEFINING THE WING MODIFICATIONS 
[All sections are taken normal to the qua rter- chor d line of the NACA 64AOo6 sect ion of the basic 
wing . All coordinates are referred to the chord of the NACA 64AOo6 section and are i n terms of 
percent of that chord . Asterisks indicate coordina tes that a r e i dent i cal to t hose of t he 
NACA 64AOo6 s ecti on .] 
NACA Modification 11 Modification 32 Modifica- Modification 22 _ Modification 22 _ 
64Aoo6 tion 4 Leading edge at tip Leading edge at 0 .5 b/2 
Station r-- Ordinates Ordinates Station Ordinates Station Ordinates 
Ordi- Upper Lower 
Leading Leading 
Ordinates Upper Lower Upper Lower nates edge at edgebj( surface surface tip 0,2 b 2 surface surface surface surface 
- 1.50 - 1.38 -1.38 
-1.50 -1. 38 -1.38 -0.43 - 0.40 -0 . 40 
-1.25 -.60 - 2.065 
- 1.13 -.47 -2 .18 
-.05 .18 - .93 
-1.00 
-. 34 -2.315 
- .57 -.01 -2 .56 .51 . 49 -1.19 
- .75 - .145 -2.49 .36 .46 -2.94 1.45 * -1.47 
-.25 .16 -2.75 2.25 
-3 .30 3 . 34 -1. 80 
0 0 .29 -2.855 0 0 0 4.17 - 3.43 5.27 -2.01 
.25 .395 -2.955 6.11 
- 3 .50 7.23 -2 .18 
.50 .485 .49 73 .04 .98 .625 .891 10 .07 
- 3.56 11.20 -2 . 43 
.75 .585 -3.10 1.18 .755 1.075 14 .13 - 3.50 15.28 -2 . 60 
1.25 .739 -3.22 1.465 .945 1.354 18.31 - 3.37 19 . 46 -2 . 74 
2 .5 1.016 -3.405 1.915 1.275 1.818 22 .61 - 3 .21 23.80 -2 .83 
5.0 1.399 - 3.60 2 .355 1.67 2.355 27 .03 -3 .12 28 .23 
-2 . 92 
7 .5 1.684 - 3.67 2.59 1.94 2.659 35 - 2 .98 35 -2 .98 
10 1 .919 -3.68 2.73 2.15 2 .836 
* * 15 2.283 - 3 .61 2 .91 2 . 455 2 . 981 
20 2.557 -3 . 45 2.997 2 . 68 3.000 
25 2.757 - 3 . 235 3 . 000 2 .83 3 . 000 
30 2 .896 
-3 . 095 3.000 2 .925 3.000 
35 2.977 -3 .02 3.000 2.985 3 .000 
40 2.999 - 3 . 000 2 .999 2 . 999 2 .999 
45 2 .945 
50 2.825 
55 2 . 653 
60 2 . 438 
65 2.188 
70 1.907 




95 . 331 
100 .013 
I.X. radius: O .~ 1 .19 1.19 0 . 44 0 .90 1.19 0 .44 
Maximum tnickness or moair1cation 1 and modUication y. \ tip! in percent of true chord: 5:91 
~imum camber of modifica tion 1 and modification 2 (tiP) in percent of true chord: O~O 
1u~ ... .p ... ,.. .. +", ........ 1 l-. ............... ..c ......... ..01 ..... 4> .. 1.. ....... .. _ _ ... __ .... ___ .... \.. __ .;J _~ ,... I. 1... 1"\ L~ ~ ~ - -~-- ~ -'------'" 
2Sections of the >dng other than those for which ordinates are given were the result of linear elements between corres-
ponding tabulated chordwise s tations. It should be noted that linear elements do not result in a linear variation 
of percent- chord ordinates . Note als o that l i near elements of modification 2 do not lie strictl y along constant-
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TABLE 111.- INDEX TO DATA FIGURES 
[W baBic wing; WMn wing with modification n; B body; V~ triangular vertical tail; 
VA Bwept vertical tail; hHi horizontal tail at height h = z/(b/2), and at incidence 
i, deg; ~F fences at BpanwiBe location ~; E chord extensionB; ~SF5 split flaps of 
BpanwiBe extent ~,at deflection 5, deg; A Bimulated aileronB; ± with and without; 
* alBO publiBhed in reference 1.] 
Figure Configuration RxlO-B f3 Data 
(a) BaBic Wing 
8 W 4,8,10,14,16 
° 
CL VB. a., Cm, Cn 
9(a) W 10 0,12 CL VB. a., em, Cn 
9(b) W 10 0,3,6,12 CL VB. Cl' Cy, Cn 
10 W,W+B 10 
° 
CL VB. a., em, Cn 
11 W+B 4.5,8,10,14,20 
° 
CL VB. a., Cm, Cn;* 
12(a) W+B+V~ 10 0,12 CL VB. a., em, Cn 
12(b) W+B+V~ 10 0,3,6,9,12 CL VB. Cl , Cy , Cn 
13 W+B+V~+aHO,_2,_B 10,8 
° 
CL VB. a., em, Cn 
14 W+B+V~+O.l~O 10 
° 
CL VB. a., Cm, Cn 
15 W+B+V~+O.21Ho,-2,-B 10,8 ° CL VB. a., Cm, Cn 
16 W+B+V~+O.41Ho,_2,_B 10,8 ° CL VB. a., Cm, Cn 
11 W+B+V~+O,O.12,O.21,O.41Ho 10,8 ° CL VB. Cm 
18 W+B+V~+O,O .2 1,O.41H 10,8 ° Eav VB. a. 
19 W+B+V ~±o. 7F±E 10 ° CL VB. a., Cm, Cn 
20 W+B+V~+o .1~O±O .7F±E 10,8 ° CL VB. a., Cm, Cn 
21 W+B+V~+O.21Ho±O.7F±E 10,8 ° CL VS. a., Cm, Cn 
(b) ModificationB 1 and l(b) 
22 WMl+B 4,8,10,14,20 
° 
CL VB. a., Cm, Cn ;* 
23 WMl+B+V~;WM1(b)+B+V~ 10 
° 
CL VB. a., em, Cn;* 
24(a) WMl+B+V~ 10 0,12 CL VB . a., Cm, Cn 
24(b) WMl+B+V~ 10 0,3,6,9,12 CL VB. Cl' Cy , Cn 
25 WM1+B+V~+oHo,_2,_B 10,8 
° 
CL VB. a., Cm' Cn 
26 WM1+B+V~+O.21Ho,_2,_B 10,8 ° cL vs. a., Cm, Cn 
21 WMl+B+V~+O.41Ho,_2,_B 10,8 ° CL VB. a., Cm, Cn 
28 WM1+B+V~+O,O.21,O.41Ho 10,8 ° CL VB. em 
29 WM1+B+V6 +0 ,O.21,O . 41H 10,8 ° Eav VS. a. 
30 WM 1+B+V6 ±O.ssSF40 10 ° 
CL VB. a., em, C .* n, 
. 
31 WM1+B+V~±o.7SF 10 
° 
CL VB. a., Cm, Cn 
NACA RM A56B17 15 
TABLE 111.- INDEX TO DATA FIGURES - Concluded 
Figure Configuration RXlO-e ~ Data 
(c) Modification 2 
32 WM2+B 4,6,8,10 , 14,20 0 CL VB . a., Cm, CD 
33(a) WM2+B 10 0,12 CL VB . a., Cm, CD 
33(b) WM2+B 10 0,3,6,9,12 CL VB. Cz, Cy , Cn 
34(a) WM2+B+Vi\±o.eF 10 0,12 CL VB. a., em, Cn 
34(b) WM2 +B+VA±o.eF 10 0,3,6,9,12 CL va . el.l CYJ Cn 
35(a) WM2 +B+VA+o.21HO 10,8 0,12 CL va. a.) em, CD 
35(b) WM2+B+Vi\+O.21HO 10,8 0,3,6,9,12 CL VB. Cz, Cy, Cn 
36 WM2 +B±o.ssSF17,37,57 10 0 CL VB . a., Cm, CD 
37 WMz+B±o .75 SF 17 ,37,57 10 0 CL VB. a., Cm, CD 
(d) Modification 3 
38 WM3+B 10 0 CL VB. a., Cm, CD 
39(a) WM3+B+VA±O.sF 10 0,6 CL VB. a., Cm, CD 
39(b) WM3+B+VA±O.sF 10 0,3,6,9 CL VB. Cz, Cy, Cn 
40 WM3+B+Vi\+O .21HO; 10,8 0 CL VB . a., Cm, CD 
WM3+B+VA+o.'lHo±o.eF 
(e) Modification 4 
41 WM .. +B 4,6,8,10,14,20 0 CL VB . a., Cm, CD 
42(a) WM .. +B+VA 10 0 ,12 CL VB. a., Cm, CD 
42(b) WM,.+B+VA 10 0,3,6,9,12 CL VB. CZ, Cy, Cn 
43 WM4+B+Vh+oHo , _2, _e, _lo 10,8 0 CL VB. a., Cm, CD 
44 WM .. +B+vi\+O,O .Zl,O.41HO 10,8 0 CL VB . a., Cm, CD 
45 WM .. +B+VA±O .5SSF17,37,57 10 0 CL VB. a., Cm, CD 
46 WM. +B+V A±o . 75SF 17,37,57 10 0 CL VB . a., Cm, CD 
47(a) WM .. +B+VA+O.5SSF37 10 0,12 CL VB . a., Cm, CD 
47(b) WM .. +B+Vi\+O.55SF37 10 0,3,6,9,12 CL VB . Cz, Cy, Cn 
48 WM4+B+VA+oH2 ,o,-2, - e, - lo 10,8 0 CL VB . a., Cm, CD 
49 WM.+B+VA+oH±o.55SF37 10,8 0 €av VB. a. 
50 WM .. +B+VA±A 10 ( 1) CL,Cm,CD,Cz,Cy,Cn vs. ~ 
51 WM.+B+VA+oHo±A 10 ( 1) CL,Cm,CD,Cz,Cy,Cn VB. ~ 
52 WM .. +B+Vi\±O.S,O.75F 10 0 CL VB . a., Cm, CD 
(f) IntercompariBonB among the wingB 
53 (W, WM1,2,3,. )+B; WM1(b )+B+V6 10 0 CL VB . :J., Cm, CD 
54 (W,WM1)+B+Vt>+oHo ;WM .. +B+Vi\+oHo 10,8 0 CL VB. a., Cm, CD 











Figure 1. - Sign convention used in presentation of the data. All coefficients and angles are 
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Figure 2.- Drawing of the model. 
.. 
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A-17918 
Figure 3. - Typicsl installation of the model in the wind tunnel . 
20 NACA RM A56B17 
Section with leading-edge point at wing tip 
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Fi gur e 5.- Spanwise variation of leading- edge radius f or modifications 2 and 3, and spanwise 
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Fi gur e 6. - Effect of lead i ng- edge radius on maximum lift at 

























Figure 7.- Variation of Mach number with Reynolds number. Range of Mach number for each test 




Configuration: Vi p,,£; if lh ,... . ..J\'. 
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(Note: Absolute values of minimum drag have not been corrected for the presence of tubing from 
pressure orifices, which was run down the tail strut and was partly exposed to the air stream.) 
(b) CL vs. CD 












26 NACA RM A56Bl'7 
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Figure 9.- Basic wing; characteristics of the wing alone in sideslip, 
Reynolds number 10Xl06 • 
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Figure 10.- Basic wing; comparison of the longitudinal characteristics 
of the wing alone and in combination with the body, Reynolds 
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Configuration: W+B+V,A 
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Figure 12.- Basic wing; characteristics in sideslip of the model with 
the triangular vertical tail, without the horizontal tail; 
Reynolds number 10X106 • . 
OJ. 
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1.4 Configuration: If+-B+VA+OH,,, 
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Figure 13.- Basic wing; longitudinal characteristics of the model wjt~ the horizontal tail in 
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Figure 14.- Basic wing; longitudinal characteristics of the model with the tail mounted on the 
triangular vertical tail at z/(b/2) = 0.12 , moment center at 0.35~, Reynolds numbers 10 
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Figure 14.- Concluded. 
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Configuration: W+B+VA+ • 21HIV 
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(a) CL vs. ~, em 
Figure 15.- Basic wing; l ongitudinal characteristics of the model with the tail mounted on the 
triangular vertical tail at z/(b/2) = 0.21, moment center at 0.35c) Reynolds numbers 10 
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Figure 15 .- Concluded . 
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Configuration: W+B+V~+ • URN 
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Figure 16 .- Bas ic wing j longit udi nal characteristics of the mode l with t he tail mounted on the 
tr iangular vert i cal t ail at z/(b/2) = 0. 41, moment center at 0.40c, Reynolds numbers 10 




















Configuration: W+B+VA+ .41H", 
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Figure 17.- Basic wing; effect of the position of 
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Figure 18.- Basic wing; average effective downvash at the three positions of tpe horizontal tail 












Configuration: W+B+V ~±.. 7F±,E 
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Figure 19 .- Basic wingj effect of fences and chord extensions on the longitudinal characteristics 
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Figure 19.- Concluded. 
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Configuration: W+B+V ~+ .1.2Ho±.. 7F±.E .. 0 , J;d.;L 
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(a) CL VS. ~, Cm 
Figure 20.- Basic wing; effect of fences and chord extensions on the longitudinal charict~rictic8 
of the model with the horizontal tail mounted on the triangular vertical tail at z (b/2) = 0.12, 
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Figure 21.- Basic wing; effect of fences and chord extensions on the longitudinal characteristics 
of the model with the horizontal tail mounted on the triangular vertical tail at z/(b/2) = 0.21, 
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Figure 22.- Concluded. 
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Configuration; ~Jl(b)+B+V~ 
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Figure 23.- Wing modifications 1 and l(b); comparison of the longitudinal characteristics of 
the model with the two modifications, Reynolds number 10xl06 • 
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Figure 24.- Wing modification 1; characteristics in sideslip of the 
model with the triangular vertical tail, without the horizontal 
tail, Reynolds number lOXI06 • 
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Fi gure 25.- Wing modification 1; longitudinal characteristics of the model with the horizontal 
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Figure 26.- Wing modification 1; longitudinal characteristics of the model with the horizontal 
tail mounted on the triangular vertical tail at z/(b/2) = 0.21, moment center at 0.35c, 
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Figure 27.- Wing modification 1; longitudinal characteristics of the model with the horizontal 
t ail mounted on the triangular vertical tail at z/(b/2) = 0.41, moment center at 0.40c, 
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Figure 27.- Concluded. 
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Figure 28.- Wing modification 1; effect of the position of the horizontal tail, in conjunction 
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Figure 29 .- Wing modifica tion 1 ; average effective downwash at three 
positions of the horizonta l t a il in con junct ion with the triangular 
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Figure 30.- Wing modification 1; effect of split flaps of span 0.55 b/2 on the longitudinal 
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Configuration: WM1+B+V~~.75F I 
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Figure 31.- Wing modif ication 1; effect of f ences on the longitudinal char acteristics of t he 
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Fi gure 32.- Wing modification 2; l ongi tudinal characteristics of the wing and body at 
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1.2 Configuration: WM2+B 
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Figure 33.- Wing modification 2; characteristics in sideslip of the 
wing and body, Reynolds number 10XI06 • 
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Figure 34.- Wing modification 2j effect of fences on the characteristics 
in sideslip of the model with the swept vertical tail, without the 
horizontal tail; Reynolds number lOX106 • 
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Figure 34.- Concluded. 
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Figure 35.- Wing modification 2; characteristics in sideslip of the 
model with the horizontal tail mounted on the swept vertical tail 
at z/(b/2) = 0.21, moment center at 0.35c, Reynolds numbers 10 
and 8X106. 
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Figure 36.- Wing modification 2; effect of split flaps of span 0.55 b/2 on the longitudinal 
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Figure 37.- Wing modification 2; effect of split flaps of span 0.75 b/2 on the longitudinal 
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Figure 38.- Wing modification 3; longitudinal characteristics of the wing 
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Figur e 39.- Wing modification 3; effect of fences on the characteris tics 
in sideslip of the model with the swept vertical tail, without t he 
horizontal tail; Reynolds number 10XIOs • 
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Figure 40.- Wing modification 3; effect of two positions of the horizontal tail, in 
conjunction with the swept vertical tail, on the longitudinal characteristics of 
the model, and effect of fences for the higher position of the horizontal tail; 
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102 Configuration: WM4+B+VA 
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Figure 42.- Wing modification 4; characteristics in sideslip of the model 
with the swept vertical tail, without the horizontal tail; Reynolds 
number lOX10e. 
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Figure 43.- Wing modification 4; longitudinal characteristics of the model with the horizontal 
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Figure 43.- Concluded. 
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Figure 44.- Wing modification 4; effect of the position of the horizontal tail) in conjunction 
with the swept vertical tail) on the longitudinal characteristics of the model; Reynolds 
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Figure 45.- Wing modification 4; effect of split flaps of span 0.55 b/2 on the longitudinal 
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Figure 45.- Concluded. 
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Figure 46.- Wing modification 4; effect of split flaps of span 0.75 b/2 on the longitudinal 
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Figure 47.- Wing modification 4; characteristics in sideslip of the 
model with split flaps of span 0.55 b/2, with the swept vertical 
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Figure 47.- Concluded. 
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Figure 48.- Wi ng modification 4; longitudinal characterist ics of t he model with split flaps 
of span 0.55 b/2, with the horizontal tail in the wing chord plane; moment center at 0.34c, 
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Figure 49.- Wing modification 4; average effective downwash at the position of the horizontal 
tail in the wing chord plane, both with and without split flaps of span 0.55 b/2 on the 
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Figure 50.- Wing modification 4; effect of simulated ailerons on the 
characteristics in sideslip of the model with the swept vertical 
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Figure 51.- Wing modification 4; effect of simulated ailerons on the 
characteristics in sideslip of the model with the swept vertical 
tail and the horizontal tail in the wing chord plane; moment 
center at 0.34c, Reynolds number 10XI06 • 
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Figure 52.- Wing modification 4; effect of fences on the longitudinal characteristics of the model 
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Figure 53.- Basic wing and all modifications; comparison of the longitudinal characteristics of 
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Figure 54.- Basic wing and modifications 1 and 4; comparison of the longitudinal characteristics 
of the models with the horizontal tail in the wing chord plane; moment center at 0.34c, 
Reynolds numbers 10 and 8X106. 
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Figure 54.- Concluded. 
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